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SANUS Now Shipping SASB1 Soundbar Mount

Flexible Solution Seamlessly Integrates Soundbars With Mounted TVs,

Enables an Optimal Listening Experience

SANUS today announced that its new SASB1 soundbar mount is now shipping. A

flexible solution, the mount allows installers to fine-tune its height and depth to

seamlessly integrate soundbars with mounted TVs.

The SASB1 can be attached to the back or bottom of a soundbar for compatibility

with most speakers up to 20 pounds. Post-installation height adjustment allows for

an ideal fit between the soundbar and a TV, while depth adjustment provides the

flexibility to position the soundbar flush with the front of the TV for a clean look or

to extend the soundbar out to help eliminate audio interference from upward-firing

speakers.
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Offering universal compatibility with SANUS and other UL-listed TV mounts, the

SASB1 can be used with displays ranging from 32 inches to 90 inches and features

broad VESA compatibility. When used with a full-motion TV mount, the SASB1 allows

the speaker to move with the TV for an optimal listening experience. The mount

installs in 15 minutes using only a screwdriver and comes with all necessary

hardware.

"The SASB1 continues SANUS' long tradition of introducing solutions that address

both form and function in installations," said Jim Mugge, senior product manager at

Legrand | AV. "Not only does the mount allow for an ideal fit between soundbars

and mounted TVs for a sleek look, but it perfectly positions speakers for optimal

audio performance. Add in its wide range of compatibility and easy three-step

installation, and you've got a powerful solution to tackle almost any project."

https://www.sanus.com/en_US/
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